Introduction
The object of tills paper is to stud; a few topological and algebraic properties of a class of Laplace transforms [ij oo (1.1) Ak = {# : ib) = /e" px f(x)dx, o f(x) = £ and -e~x) n , an = 0(n k )f. n=o
In this note we will prove that is Banach algebra and Banach lattice.
Let us define in Ay, the addition and the scalar multiplication as follows
where a is a complex number. With the above definitions one can easily see that Jb^ is a linear space. Hence ft^. is complete a n|<| a n " a n| + l a n then each e Jt^ and ||?> n || = 1« Moreover, as n--
Hence $ is a topological zero divisor. For converse, let # be a topological zero divisor and la I lin ' g 1 = 1 > 0. Pot e , (0*< e <1), we can fini n each n--n that which leads to a contradiction.
Lattice structure
Let £ be the subset of in which an is real for all n > 0. We define on B an order relation as follows: for any two elements $ ftp e 3 , $ oc f if ^ < all n > 0. Theorem 3. £ is a partially ordered commutative ring.
Proof.
One can easily see that is a partial order relation on £ . Thus whenever $ ip , then obviously -602 -
